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This is an invited 500-word article for an upcoming Encyclopedia of Biostatistics. 
It derives the result for 2-space, refers to a detailed triangle-based derivation for 3-space, 
and quotes the result for n-space. An invariance property and a connection to 
correlation are noted. 
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TWO-SPACE 
Two vectors in 2-space are shown in Figure 1 with (x1, x2) being a point on one vector and, (y1, 
y2) on the other. 
[Show Figure 1] 
Let Ax and AY be the angles the vectors make with the horizontal axis, and define B as the angle 
between the vectors. Thus 
On dropping perpendiculars from the points to the horizontal axis, it is then easily seen from right-
angle triangle geometry that 
(1) 
(2) 
for 
and (3) 
Thus (2) is the formula for the cosine of the angle between two vectors in 2-space. 
THREE-SPACE 
For two vectors in 3-space a diagram analogous to Figure 1 can be drawn. Applying to that 
some triangle geometry more complicated than that used for deriving (1) yields the result 
(4) 
with 
and d 2 - y2 + y2 + y2 y- 1 2 3' (5) 
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where (xv x2, x3) is a point on one vector and (y1, y2, y3) is on the other. Details are shown in Searle 
(1996). 
N-SPACE 
Let Y! = [x1 x2 ···xi ··· xnJ andy'= [y1 y2 ··· Yi ·· · yJ be two points inn-space, one on one 
vector and one on another. Then results (2), (3) and (4), (5) extend very directly for n-space to 
(6) 
for 
and (7) 
so that, in t~rms of the vectors x' and y' 
cos B = x'yf{Y!X ..JYiY. (8) 
Viewed from the geometry of two and three dimensions, (6) may not seem very satisfying. 
Moreover, its derivation demands arguments in the geometry of n-space. These arguments are more 
theoretical than those for deriving (2) and ( 4) of 2-space and 3-space, respectively. Thus it is easier to 
simply take (6) as an algebraic definition of B as the angle between two vectors in n-space. Indeed, 
some books on multivariate statistical analysis do just that, e.g., Mardia et a/. (1979, p. 16) and 
Johnson and Wichern (1988, p. 99). 
INVARIANCE 
The prime property of a vector is its direction, not its length. Yet each of (2), (4) and (6) seem 
to depend upon the actual values of the xs and the ys, i.e., their lengths. Fortunately this is not so. 
For example, with (2), if on the vector through (x1, x2) some other point (xi, xn is taken, it will be 
found from the geometry of congruent triangles that if xi = ·\~:xl then x; = Axx. Therefore cos (} of 
(2) with x*s and y*s replacing xs and ys becomes 
xiyi + x;y; .Xx.Xy(xlyl + X2Y2) 
1 1- 1 1 
( 2 2)-( 2 2)- 2 2 - 2 2 -xi + x; 2 Yi + y; 2 .Xx(x1 + Yt)2 Ay(Y1 + Y2)2 
cos B = 
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as before; i.e., cos B of (2) is unchanged. Similar geometry also leaves (4) unchanged. And arguing in 
n-space that. changing xl to xr = AxXl leads to xt = A~j 'V i, then (6) will be unchanged also. 
CORRELATION 
When the entries in x and y are data (e.g., height and weight of each member of a rowing club), 
n n 
define x and y as the observed averages: x = E xi/n and y = E y i/n. In x and y replace each 
i=l i=l 
element xi by xiO =xi- x and Yi by Yio = Yi- y. Define Xo and Yo as the vectors of elements xio and 
y io· Then cos B for Xo and Yo is 
is the product-moment correlation between the two variables. 
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Figure 1: Two vectors in 2-space. 
